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Abstract

High-intensity proton linacs and storage rings are essential for a) state-of-the-art neutron source user facilities, b) extending the high-energy physics intensity frontier, c) as a driver to generate pions for a future neutrino factory or muon collider, and d) for transmutation of radioactive waste and associated energy production. For example, Project X at Fermilab will deliver MW proton beams at energies ranging from 3 to 120 GeV. Nonlinear magnetic lattices with large tune spreads and with integrable, nearly integrable and chaotic dynamics have been proposed to maximize dynamic aperture and minimize particle loss. We present PyORBIT simulations of proton dynamics in such lattices, including the effects of transverse space charge for the first time.

INTRODUCTION

High-intensity storage rings such as the accumulator ring at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) are required to keep under 1 W/m of beam loss to avoid excessive radioactivation of the surrounding hardware. Due to intensity-driven effects, such as halo formation, this places a hard limit on the beam current and energies available at the intensity frontier. In order to achieve increasing intensity, new methods of mitigating the intensity driven instabilities must be developed and tested both experimentally and numerically. Here we present results studying the effects of nonlinear decoherence in highly nonlinear lattices on halo formation using the PyORBIT tracking code [1].

The fundamental idea behind the work presented in [2] and [3] is that strongly nonlinear oscillators have very amplitude-dependent tunes. This amplitude dependence leads to nonlinear decoherence, which causes any collective oscillations of the beam to “smear out”, and for any particles that may initially be in some dangerous resonance to be driven to a nearby amplitude where its new tune is out of resonance. The underlying difficulty of achieving such nonlinear decoherence generically is that the resulting trajectories are typically chaotic and poorly bounded, which can lead to an increase in the dynamic aperture which can limit beam current further. By using lattices that are nearly integrable, or which have a Hamiltonian with one or two invariant quantities, these novel lattice concepts can achieve strong nonlinear decoherence while maintaining a bounded, and in the case of the integrable elliptic lattice (IEL) in Sec. V A of [2], fully integrable motion.

We focus on the IEL, which has two transverse invariants in the absence of dispersion. This lattice has been studied extensively in the single particle limit, and we here present the first results using space charge. To study the effects the nonlinear decoherence can have on a space charge driven instability, we consider a result of the particle-core model of halo formation [4, 5, 6] that finds rapid halo formation in the presence of a mismatched core oscillating with a matched pre-halo [7]. Particles in the pre-halo are swept out into large radius orbits in a linear lattice. To simulate this in the IEL, we used the PyORBIT tracking code developed by Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

PYORBIT CODE

PyORBIT is a particle-in-cell accelerator simulation code developed off the original ORBIT code [8], which has been used for the SNS ring design and in simulations of collective effects for SNS and other projects [9]. The new code, like the original ORBIT, has a two-level structure. Time consuming calculations are performed on C++, and a high level simulation flow control is implemented in a scripting language. In PyORBIT the outdated and unsupported Super Code is replaced by Python, an interpreted, interactive, object-oriented, extensible programming language.

At the present moment, the core of the PyORBIT code includes a Bunch class as a container for macro-particles coordinates and parameters, the TEAPOT-like [10] elements library and lattice classes to simulate rings and beam transport lines, a set of space charge modules, nonlinear lattice elements for integrable optics, collimation and foil injection models, an MPI library Python shell, and a linear accelerator model. In PyORBIT the ring or transport line accelerator lattices can be constructed by using MAD8 [11] or SAD[12] input files or directly in the Python script. The PyORBIT space charge modules have 2D, 2.5D (with possible perfect conducting wall boundary conditions), and 3D Poisson solvers based on the Fourier convolution theorem and discrete transformation (FFT) and the method of images space charge force calculation suggested by Jones [13]. The existing space charge modules have a low scalability for parallel calculations, and the development of new methods and relocation of the existing original ORBIT methods are underway.

To simulate the IEL, we added a new PyORBIT element to represent the magnetic fields in Sec. V.A of [2], which we refer to as the elliptic element, because the fields are naturally written in elliptic coordinates. Benchmarking of the
IEL lattice in an implementation with twenty discrete steps shows near conservation of both the Hamiltonian (Eq. 22 of [2]) and the second invariant (Eq. 20 of [2]) (see Fig. 1).

**MATCHING & HALO FORMATION**

The IEL lattice consists of a 2 meter elliptic element capped by a thin lens effective element that is focusing in both planes. It is necessary to have this to have equal beta functions in the horizontal and vertical plane to satisfy one of the conditions in [2].

Developing a scheme for matching a beam to the lattice proved crucial to studying the nonlinear elements. Matching with a Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij (KV) [14] distribution matched to the linear lattice leads to strong transient behavior in the IEL before arriving at a highly nonuniform distribution. To separate this dynamics from any halo formation, we developed a matching scheme for the IEL. In this sense, the matching is a fixed distribution of the single turn transfer map for the lattice.

Following in the spirit of the KV distribution, we considered a generalization that is a delta function of the elliptic Hamiltonian, and populated a phase space defined by

\[
    f (H(\vec{p}_N, \vec{q}_N)) = \delta (H(\vec{p}_N, \vec{q}_N) - \varepsilon_0)
\]

where \( \varepsilon_0 \) reduces to the linear 4D emittance in the absence of nonlinear elements, and \( \vec{p}_N \) and \( \vec{q}_N \) are the normalized accelerator coordinates described in, e.g., [15]. That any function of the invariants of motion is a fixed point of the Vlasov equation in the single-particle limit is well-known.

Like the traditional KV distribution, this distribution uniformly fills a closed contour in every 2D projection. However, because of the nonlinear potential, the \( x - y \) projection is no longer elliptical – it fills a contour defined by \( V(x_N, y_N) = \varepsilon_0 \) where \( V \) is the potential component of the Hamiltonian. For the IEL, this leads to an hourglass shape beam profile and, consequently, intrinsically nonlinear space charge forces.

To visualize the results of our tracking, we employed the matplotlib [16] Python plotting library. This library allows the use of Latex \& Xe, and generates publication-quality plots while interfacing conveniently with the SciPy/NumPy scientific Python libraries [17]. In the plots below, we overlay a histogram plot of the beam core (in red) with a scatter plot (blue dots) of particles outside 2 RMS momentum or position. The blue pre-halo dots are properly matched, and represent 1% of the total beam current. In both cases, we considered a 100 A CW beam with approximately 2% linear tune depression. The lattice itself was a double-focusing IEL lattice in an implementation with twenty discrete steps shows near conservation of both the Hamiltonian (Eq. 22 of [2]) and the second invariant (Eq. 20 of [2]) (see Fig. 1).
thin lens effective element, described in [2], with a two meter drift filled with the integrable elliptic element and a bare tune of $\theta = 0.3$

This result can be understood as coming from two mechanisms. First, because the individual particles in the core have different tunes, no coherent core breathing modes form. This contrasts with the linear case. Second, what coherent frequency content there is in the core oscillations can only drive a small fraction of the pre-halo particles resonantly for a short time before the nonlinear decoherence takes those particles off resonance. Further details of this result have been submitted for publication [18, 19].

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated, using the PyORBIT tracking code and Python-based visualization tools, that the nonlinear decoherence of the integrable elliptic lattice described in [2] prevents the formation of beam halo under circumstances well-known to generate beam halo in a linearly focusing lattice [7]. This intensity-dependent resonance is a major source of beam loss in intense beams, and its mitigation is crucial for the safe operation of high current beams. This is a promising first step towards the use of novel nonlinear lattice designs for the mitigation of beam current-driven instabilities, which will help develop next generation accelerator systems achieve increasing beam intensities.
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